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ABSTRACT

Extracting information from the database has become a tedious process. Because redundant data will be extracted sometimes, so we are approaching a new method to extract the data from database. Giving a single word as an input, we may not get relevant data, so multiple data can be given as input to extract the relevant information from the database, so that efficiency will be higher when compared to other methods. For security of data, we can encode the data on the admin side. Observations are done while queries were given to retrieve the data. The information was retrieved, joined and sorted using a top-k algorithm. The information are connected by a graph and status are reported.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A Database contains information in the text format, so retrieving the data is a complex process. If we give a single word as an input, the word will be pattern matched in the index of the table and the same information may be retrieved repeatedly. If multiple data are given as input and for that particular word synonym word also indexed and that also retrieved.

A user was using the web to retrieve the data, they may not know the exact synonym for the word. If the user query more than one data as an input. We can get more relevant information when compared to single data as an input.

We try to retrieve the data in multiple catalogs. The multiple inputs are only to retrieve the needed data to the user.

Existing system implements keyword pattern matching in a federal database, using multi-level keyword seek, we propose synonym of the particular data and these data are also retrieved so that the information we extract from multidatabase will be highly related information to the user.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Various methods have been proposed to extract the most relevant information Existing system can be split into two types: first type is extracting the data from the top of the database [3]. In this method a keyword is given as an input and the data are retrieved and information is joined or linked shape the output of the requested user. In the second method joining will be done straightly on the data. Here each attribute is linked with a graph. Based on the time taken to retrieve the data graph will be drawn. [1] proposed a novel method for computing top-k routing plans based on their potentials to contain results for a given keyword query. [4] presented an adjustable framework to answer keyword queries using the authority transfer paradigm. [11] proposed a software framework to improve the quality of search engines and decrease time to search process. [12] proposed a utility and frequency dependent algorithm for path traversal using prefix tree structure. [13] proposed a data mining technique which helps in pattern matching using association rules.

In IR style ranking logical operators were used to retrieve the data. In this method information retrieved not highly relevant because it should satisfy either AND or OR condition. [5]

In our proposed system, we try to extract the relevant information and ensuring strong security to the data stored at the admin side, we don’t need information from the top of the database, focusing on the bottom of the database.
There are two methods to select the data from the database, one is using matrix search and other one is graph based information search.

In matrix search it considers only binary values, there are many chances for repetition of data. While in graph based search each attribute is a node and each node is connected to a graph, based on the distance between the inputs given graph will be drawn for the time taken to retrieve the data and time taken to link the data.

Comparing with the matrix and graph based retrieving, graph based extracting the data is a tough process and gives relevant information, reduces redundant information.

In our methodology we compute scores for time, distance to retrieve the data. Based on the score the information is linked and sorted using hash sort, information retrieved are highly relevant data.

### 3 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE:

In figure 1 the following process are done while extracting the output.

- **Registration**
  - User id
  - Random user id
  - User login

- **Mapping Data set**
  - Single data input
  - Multi-data input

- **Data Filtering**
  - Extract the output

If the inputs are given data sets will be mapped in index of the table. And data are extracted from different tables using the attributes.

### 4 MODULE DESCRIPTION

Our system architecture will have the following modules.

#### 4.1 User Registration

In this module user has to give their details such as their name, userid, password and some other needed information by the server side. A random user id will be sent to user mail-id and the information will be submitted by the admin.

#### 4.2 Encryption

A random five digit user id will be sent to user mail id. Here the admin has to approve the data. There are three process in the server side. New application, Approved application and cibil checked. In the new application the last submitted data will be in the admin. The admin has to approve the data. Here Encryption of data will be done to secure the data. To reduce redundancy the admin has to approve the data. Here admin will check the data two times.

If the data already present in the table admin reject the data else approved data will be stored as a row in the table.

#### 4.3 Single Data Search

The user has to give input to search the file in the database. By giving single data as an input, User may not get relevant information as an output. The single data input will be pattern matched and the files are extracted based on the data.
4.4 Multi Data Search

In multi data search more than one word will be given as input and random userid or tuple id will also be given as input and the related words also indexed and highly relevant information are extracted by linking multiple file using join operation and the data are sorted using Top-k algorithm. Here each attribute is taken as input and a graph was drawn, and status of the data were reported.

![Figure 5 Multi Data Search](image)

5 ALGORITHM

Given the data D and the synopsis Sd’. Algorithm calculates a set of combine method |CM|

Algorithm 1: calculating set of values(D,Sd’)

Input: the data D, the synopsis Sd’(Ad’, ed’)
Output: combined data sets
CP ← a calculating method that consists of all data(di’, dj’)
Td ← table which contains numerous rows
Initially CP = NULL
While CP. NULL() do
  (di’, dj’) ← CP. delete();
  E(di, dj) ← extract(E(di’, dj’))
  If Td. null then
    Td ← E(di, dj)
  Else
    Td ← E(di, dj) join Td
  Calculate values for rows in Td to make out grouping of data
  Calculate values of combine method in |CP| by means of (D, CP)
  order|CP| by value.
Where
Ad ← attribute in a row
E ← Edges
D ← data
Example:
For the input data D = {satyabama, mercy, lect} we will extract the multi factor relations of (satyabama, mercy, table1), (mercy, staff, table1), (mercy, staff, table2) and (satyabama, engineering, table1), (mercy, name, table2) for the couple of data’s (satyabama, mercy) and continue in the same way (mercy, lecturer) and (satyabama, lecturer).

By joining the above data our result will be

1. \{ (satyabama, engineering, table1), (mercy, staff, table2) \} join \{ (mercy, staff, table3), (lecturer, staff, table3) \}

2. Join the extracted data with \{ (satyabama, engineering, table1), (lecturer, staff, table3) \} on the data extracted for satyabama and 3

3. At last join \{ (satyabama, engineering, table1), (lecturer, staff, table3) \} with the 2 point.

4. The result for the input data is \{ (satyabama, engineering), (mercy, staff, table) \} (staff, lecturer, table3)

Algorithm 2 To calculate top element in the database

1. Insert the top-k indexed item.
2. If the length of top-k is lesser than value k then
3. Insert the row in the ascending order.
4. Else for all top k value < zero.
5. Discard the top-k item and index in ascending order.
6 GRAPH

6.1 Graph Based On Time And Distance

If the distance between the nodes of the data rises, time taken to join the data and time taken to retrieve the data will be higher.

6.2 Graph On Single Data As An Input

If the input was a single data time taken to retrieve the is lesser when compared to multi data as an input but there are many redundant information comparing with multi data input.

6.3 Graph For Multi Data Input

7. CONCLUSION

We provided a solution for efficient retrieval of data in relational database. Extracted were highly related data. Time taken while computing more then one data as input will higher but the output will efficient. Time will higher while computing distance is higher. While comparing with the existing system efficiency will be high.
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